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Not testable at the LHC    



Popularity can change in 
time

 LHC    and other upcoming experiments

Testable models with 
low scale mass



Loop suppression

 Cheng-Li,  PRD 1980

 Zee model, NPB 1986

 Babu model, PLB, 1988

 …..



Cheng-Li



Zee-Babu



Radiative neutrino mass 
production
 Symmetries to forbid lower order (and therefore 

dominant)  loop contribution

 If SM fields are invariant under these symmetries, 
lightest new particle with non-trivial behavior under 
the symmetry can be stable.

 Dark matter



Ma’s Scotogenic model and 
our  SLIM scenario



Proliferation of radiative 
neutrino mass models in 
literature

 Recipes and Ingredients for Neutrino Mass at Loop 
Level

Y.F., S. Pascoli and T. Schmidt, JHEP 1303 (2013) 107
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If neutrino mass in obtained at two-loop level, these bounds are 
Readily satisfied.



 Two-loop might be preferred.

 See however, Ahriche, McDonald and Nasri, 
1505.04320 which advocates three-loop.
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If there is no symmetry to forbid the bulb, the vertex can also exist.
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Accompanied by a one-loop dominant contribution
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Leading loop contribution
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Dark matter candidate



Thermal freeze-out scenario



Coannihilation



Main dark matter 
component



LHC signals

Muon and electron:   >325 GeV
Tau: >90 GeV



ILC signals







Summary

 We presented a model that contribute to neutrino 
mass via “two-loop snail diagram.”

 Phenomenological consequences are rich.
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